Ylk
2377 and beyond
The Ylk, who hail from Ylka III (Alpha quadrant), are are tall, trim humanoids.
The females, who tend be taller, average between 173 & 195 cm in height.
They average between 54 & 58 kg in bodyweight. The males are slightly
shorter, yet stockier of build. Most have dark brown hair, & both sexes wear
their hair long. They have no facial hair. Their eyes are usually brown, or
amber. Their voices are soft & medium-toned. It is often hard to distinguish
between a male & female voice. They have several internal differences from
humans. They are inclined to Medical roles and make great diplomats.
Become members of the Federation in 2377.
Names: They have no first names or surnames. In open speech, this usually
translates to a nickname or pet-name. While serving in a military hierarchy
such as Starfleet, non-Ylk simply refer to them by their rank, or duty-station.
This works, because the Ylk will always know, through Empathy, that she is
being spoken to.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Calm & Peace engender positive results.
Attributes: Daring +1, Fitness -1, Insight +2, Presence +1.
TRAIT:
The Ylk are not generally as strong as a human of the same height or
build. They must work at it to achieve a standard human musculature.
They are extremely supple, limber people however. They, as a rule, tend to
be charming, fascinating people. They are very astute. They can project
feelings & emotions between each other, & can send & receive Telepathic
communications from non-Ylk empaths & telepaths.
Talents:
Ylk, or with GM's permission.

Telepathic Empathy [T4] [Required]
Requirement:
As / Betazoid talent. An Ylk will get another Ylk’s attention by sending a
mental image that conveys the feeling of those 2 particular people
communicating. Because of their innate Empathic abilities, they will
usually send mental images to enhance communication.

Tranquil
Requirement:
The Ylk always seem to be at peace, calm, & passive. They prefer to settle
differences through peaceful means. Whenever engaged in a social
interaction/conflict with another character, you gain 1d20 to your dice
pool. In addition, if you succeed, you gain an Advantage.

Requirement:

SPECIES

